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1. Optimized TCO
One of the promises of the cloud is cost
reduction. Utilizing one vendor across your
hybrid or multi-cloud deployments is key. By
leveraging Redis Enterprise Cloud you have
one unified data layer across all your
environments. Redis on Flash (RoF) is built
for large workloads while remaining
significantly cheaper at scale.
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2. Reliability
We were using AWS
ElastiCache for caching use
cases. But when it came to
database persistence, we were
torn between self-hosting and
choosing a managed service.
We went with Redis Enterprise
Cloud as the clear choice
because of its ability to act as a
Swiss Army knife for all of our
data layer needs.
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Moving to the cloud adds a ton of value and
having a data layer built with core enterprise
features for high availability and fast failover
can make the migration process seamless.
This features also enable you to maintain top
tier end user experiences.

99.999% uptime
Redis Enterprise Cloud enable 99.999% uptime
with instant failover for extremely durable and high
reliability for even the largest of migration.
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3. Speed and scale
Lifting and shifting to the cloud can create end user
interruption and even degrade performance if you’re
trying to leverage a legacy database. Redis Enterprise
Cloud employs hyper scale performance without any
speed tradeoff. Redis Enterprise Cloud’s sub-millisecond
performance at virtually any scale, enables your end
users to enjoy a real-time experience even while
migrating to the cloud.
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4. Hybrid and multi-cloud
Cloud migration can mean moving from on-premise to the
cloud or from one cloud to another. A modern data layer
needs to be built for both migration use cases.
Redis Enterprise Cloud unifies data across hybrid and
multi-cloud and is the only managed Redis service that
allows you to do both with no data or vendor lock-in.
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5. Best-in-class experience
Cloud migration comes with inherent risk and
attempting to support it with open source software
exponentially adds to that risk. You need a world class
support team as well as world class technology to
ensure minimal disruption during you migration
process.
With Redis, you get the best of both worlds, world
class technology and a world class support team.
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Summary
Migrating to the cloud can bring
enormous value to your organization,
but can be a risk if you don’t adopt a
cloud migration proof data layer
strategy. With Redis Enterprise Cloud
you are in the best hands with the
makers and builders of Redis.
With top enterprise data layer features
and world class support, Redis
Enterprise Cloud, is built for any
migration, no matter the size or type.
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